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SYLLABUS

COURSE NO. 205 (URDU LISANIYAT AUR QAWAID

CREDITS : 04

M. MARKS : 100

a) Semester Examination: 80 Marks

b) Internal Assessment: 20 Marks

Objectives:
The course envisages to enable the students to improve the knowledge
about Tareekh Zaban-e-Urdu and ideology origin of Language. The
unit-wise details of the syllabus as under:-
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Unit-II

 

  

 




 

NOTE FOR PAPER SETTER:
There are four units in the course No:- 105

this Paper shall be devided in four Units viz Unit-I, Unit-II, Unit-III and Unit-IV.

The paper setter shall be set two question from each Unit, the candidates shall

be required to attempt one question from each Unit. The total number of

questions to be attemted in this Paper shall be 4, which will carry equal marks.

Unit wise distribution of marks shall be as Unit-I = 20, Unit-II = 20, Unit-III = 20,

Unit-IV = 20. Total is 80. Distribution of nternal Assessments shall be two

home assignments = 10x2 =20. 
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 Basilian Menbrane  Hydraulic    pressure 
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 constituents  
 ?  ?  ?  constituents

 Group of meaningfull wordsconstituents
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  leising  1893 
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 Semantics  

 Logical Positivism  
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 Logical Syntex 
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 man's hand  S 
 Loved  Love 

he loves  you love  he lovest  you lovest 
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 Language 

 Langue 
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 Lower middle class 
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 Assimi lat ion 

 Hyplology  Anapthesis  Prothesis 
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Singing, Drawing, Symposium, Clay Modling, Photography, 

 Debates, Painting, Poster Making, Quiz

  Writing  Listening, Speaking, Reading 
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Opposite direction i.e from right to left  
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 Vowels   = +  = + 
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 Transcription/  Alphabet with Pronunciation

A Alif 

B Bay 

P  Pay 

t tay     

T Tay 

S Say 
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J Jeem 

Ch Chay    

H Hay    

Kh Khay  

d daal 
D Daal 

Z Zaal  

r    ray 

R Ray 

Z Zay 

Zh   Zhay 

S Seen  

Sh Sheen  

S Swad 

Z  Zawd 

T  Toe 

Z Zoe 

A Ain  

Gh Ghain 

F Fay 

Q Qaaf 
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K KeefU 

G U Gaaf 

L Laam 

M Meem 

N Noon 

W O Vao 

h hay 

h Do chasmi hay     

A Hamza 

Y Ye 

Y Ye 



Compound letters   


 Transcription/  Compound letter with pronunciation  

Bh Bhey 

Ph Phey 

Th They 

Th They 
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Jh Jhey 

Ch Chey  

Dh Dhey 
Dh Dhey 

Rh Rhey 

Kh Khey 

Gh Ghey 
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Symbol  Name 
 Zabar 
 Zer 
 Pesh 

 Madd 

 Tashdid 
 Tanveen 
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zabar 
 yA  

Zabar mark 
                                 is put over the letter 

  
 




 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Zer  
 R i     

A small slanting 
mark called Zer below  the letter
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 Pesh is put over the letter.
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Madd 
yt Aa 
Madd mark is put over the letter 

esp.A

Aas 

aap 

Aam 

Aab 

Aaj 

Aan 

Aag 

Aaf 

Aar 

Aal 

Aay 

Tashdid   
  




The little omega sign called Tashdid , used at the top of  the letter ,
e.g., ABBA It is a doubler i.e it means if  you have to say Abba
(father) B twice, the first b is half pronounced.
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  Common Noun   

 Indefinite Noun 
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